CBD OIL-IN THE KITCHEN
When wellness expert and recipe developer Leah Vanderveldt
purchases some CBD oil to manage her ongoing anxiety,
inflammation, and severe menstrual pain, she found sincere
relief-and culinary inspiration. After testing loads of
recipe, our cookbook author had created dozens of ways to make
the hemp-derived compound much more inviting to those who’ve
experienced cannabis notoriously skunky aromas.

In Leah Vandereldt new cookbook, The CBD Kitchen: With over 50
Plant-Based Recipes for Tonics, Easy Meals, Treats & Skincare
Made with the Goodness Extracted from Hemp, She shows that we
can make some very tasty dishes with CBD oil. With some
delectable recipes like Mango & Ginger Smoothie, (My team and
I try this recipe, it is outstanding) Vanderveldt offers
inspiration to others who are seeking some relief for
everything from stress to stomach issues to arthritis to
headaches.

Always pay attention to how your mind and body are feeling. So
you can figure out what actually works best for you with your
personal needs and rhythms. I know a lot of people want a very
prescribed way of doing things says Vanderveldt, however, you
are the expert on your own body and how it may feel at any
given time. If every morning, you find yourself waking up with
anxious, maybe you will want to start your day with adding CBD

oil to your breakfast or to a latte. Or if you have a
challenge for sleep, try taking some CBD oil before bedtime.

Vanderveldt says, Magnesium is a big factor in why I believe
cacao is so great in tandem with CBD oil. The magnesium in
cacao eases muscle tension while the CBD oil works the antiinflammatory angle-making it very good for managing pain or
just kicking back relaxing. My CBD Oil Hot Cacao recipe is
great for cramps and uterine tension. I just love the taste of
cacao, too, of course. I always try to use flavor to my

advantage in all of my recipes, because I sincerely try to
diminish the strong smell and taste of the CBD oil.

You can have it, at any time, however, the double antiinflammatory action from the CBD oil and turmeric (and
cardamom and cinnamon, also) can be extra calming in the
evening and very helpful for prepping our body for rest, says

Vanderveldt.

Beetroot/beets, which is featured in my Beet Berry Smoothie,

they are great anti-inflammatory and they are a very good
post-workout for all muscle recovery. And my Leek & Courgette
(ake zucchini) Soup is big-time packed with green vegetables
and with powerful herbs like parsley, kale, courgette and
basil-so you’re receiving a bunch of alkalizing, antiinflammatory ingredients, says Vanderveldt.

It is a toss-up between the Anti-Anxiety infusion or the Green
Vitamins & Minerals Infusion. The Green Infusion is so very
simple and nourishing with nettles and some peppermint. The
Anti-Anxiety Infusion is extremely beautifully calming. It
includes lemon balm, which is definitely my favorite herb for
a gentle soothing of the nerves.

I made my mask with some honey, cinnamon, and CBD oil. I use
Cinnamon as an additional anti-inflammatory and it acts as a
gentle exfoliant. It is meant to be mixed together just before
you apply it. All you will need is a small bowl to combine
these ingredients, however, I sometimes just do it all in the
palm of my hand.

Kombucha, is a kind of fermented tea, it is one of Leah
Vanderveldt’s favorite alcohol alternatives ( but keep in mind
that many brands do contain trace amounts of Mr alcohol,
however, that’s less than 0.5 % per bottle). It has fizz and
some complex flavor and it is pack in natural probiotics to
improve your gut health. Cherry juice-is a pain reliever also,
an anti-inflammatory, it will add tartness to make the drink
pop.

My friends, despite their intense focus on CBD oil and THC,
cannabis researchers, just maybe overlooking some really
important elements. And my friends, it is very surprising that
they’re actually overlooking it, because it, o yes, really
stinks. We are talking terpenes: all of those volatile organic
compounds that wafted through your dorm, way back when, and
now make you feel just a little woozy when the budtender pops
that lid on a jar of beautiful cannabis flower.

Because as human beings we have been cultivating cannabis for
just around 10,000 years, there has been lost of time for
ingenious farmers to select and, yes, modify beneficial
strains. Conveniently, each and every strain has a wonderful
signature stink that says, “yup, “yup, I’m the one that helps
with [you get it, fill in the blank, from stress to pain to
what to do with your friends while you stream Fantasia]. And
that is why, after the white coats finish investigating
marijuana’s 120-plus cannabinoids in, let us say 2097. They’ll
finally figure out what benefits terpenes add to the heady
stew.

A study, that was published in Toxicological Research gives us
a bit of an indication, detailing the benefits of forest
terpenes (ooooh, mmmm, pine trees) in treating inflammation,
tumors, and nervous system disorders. And all of those very
same beneficial forest terpenes occur naturally in cannabis
and also many other plants.
The options that are shown here are far from exhaustive. About

100 terpenes have been identified in cannabis. However, the
ones above are among the most prominent, perhaps, in part
because of reputed therapeutic effects. All the health
boosters and the many benefits have been suggested by a
smattering of studies, but they are mostly based on the
experiences of individuals using them (as we had mentioned,
for 10,000 years).

My dear friends, will they do the very same for you? Mmmmmmm,
there is only one way for you to find out: Pick a promising
terpene, ask that budtender for a strain where it
predominates, open that nose, and see if it stinks in just the
amazing right way for all that ails you.

My friends, there is one company, that you can depend on to
have some of the purest, top-notch, CBD products on this
planet, for all of your CBD needs. And that company is My
Daily Choice (HEMPWPWORX), a company that truly cares about
your good health, a company where it’s not all about your
money. For more information please click onto the link below.

Click Here to Purchase CBD Oil at a
discount!

May you be always in good health.
Humbly yours, Paul Earl.
www.beautiflworid.com

